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Gearing up for the digital
transformation: Otto Dunkel
modernizes IT with SAP ERP and
ORBIS solutions
The ODU Group is preparing to bring its business processes
into line with its growth strategy with SAP ERP and SAPbased solutions from ORBIS. The company stands to benefit
from the advantages of an integrated SAP landscape when it
comes to intralogistics in particular.

Gearing up for the digital transformation: Otto Dunkel
modernizes IT with SAP ERP and ORBIS solutions
Smart, powerful and above all reliable connectors are
indispensable elements in today’s digitalized world
of business and industry for the secure networking
of devices, systems and facilities and the reliable
transmission of energy, signals, and data. This is opening
up a diverse range of sales and growth opportunities for
the ODU Group from Mühldorf am Inn in Upper Bavaria,
a leading provider of connector systems.
The company operates globally from five production
and logistics sites and distributes its products via its own
companies and a network of partners.
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Strategy for long-term growth
The ODU Group continues to build on the leading market
position that it has secured itself over the years through
the development and sale of its innovative products.
“We have great customers that manufacture very
specific products in their markets and engage in
extensive development work, for which we have
built up corresponding capacities and technologies
worldwide,” says ODU CEO Dr. Josef Leitner. Now
ODU’s management is fine-tuning its set-up to secure its
future economic growth as best possible.

Modular connectors – ODU-MAC® Blue-Line

Dr. Josef Leitner, CEO of the ODU Group

A modern SAP landscape – the key to success
“One of the keys to future business success will be
harmonizing business processes across locations on the
basis of a modern and integrated IT landscape and making
these more transparent – from sales and purchasing,
production and intralogistics right through to finance,”
says Andreas Glamann, SAP Project Manager and Global
Head of IT Processes at the ODU Group.
The company has now laid the foundations for this with
the launch of SAP ERP as a central business software
and SAP-based solutions from ORBIS, the ORBIS
Multi Process Suite (MPS) and the ORBIS Product Cost
Calculator (ORBIS PCC).

barcode). This allows ODU to register every movement
in the warehouse, from goods entry to goods exit, using
a prompted, mobile solution, and to paperlessly transmit
this to the SAP warehouse management system.
Rollout to other production sites

Andreas Glamann sums up a positive
experience: “With SAP ERP and SAP-based
ORBIS solutions we have taken an important
step towards optimizing and futureproofing
our business processes as part of our longterm growth strategy.”

This is just the beginning. The new IT solutions – which
are currently being used by end users at the main
headquarters in Mühldorf – will shortly be launched in
the form of a template-assisted rollout to production
sites in China and Romania.

Andreas Glamann, SAP Project Manager and
Global Head of IT Processes at the ODU Group

A SAP launch with a competent partner
The ODU Group has entrusted international software
and business consulting company from Saarbrücken,
with its diverse SAP and process know-how, with the
implementation. “The process- and solution-oriented
approach of the experts at ORBIS, as well as trusting
collaboration and swift decision-making channels,
have enabled us to successfully get to grips with the
challenging process of launching SAP,” explains Andreas
Glamann.
The advantages of the integrated SAP landscape with
consolidated data, which replaced the ERP solution used
previously, became apparent not long after the rollout
in mid-2019. ODU is now benefiting from significantly
more straightforward and streamlined processes in the
field of intralogistics in particular.
IT-supported and optimized intralogistics processes
SAP’s warehouse management system (SAP WM) sees
to this in conjunction with the ORBIS MPS mobile
solution, which is installed on the touchscreen terminals
mounted on forklifts, electric pallet stackers and mobile
devices, and auto-ID technologies (datamatrix code,
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